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The film’s head and tail titles are bookended by songs by 
Paul Kelly and the Messengers, which for some might be 
the high point of the show.

The song Careless runs over the head credits, while the 
song Moon in the Bed runs over the tail credits.

Lyrics for the song Careless as they are heard in the film:

(the song opens with an extended ‘wooohooohooohooh’)
How many cabs in New York city?
How many angels on a pin?
How many notes in a saxophone?
How many tears in a bottle of gin?
How many times did you call my name
And knock at the door but you couldn’t get in?



I know …
I’ve been careless …
I’ve been wrapped up in a shell ...
Nothing could get through to me …
Acted like I didn’t know 
I have friends and family …

(lyric obscured by Colin Friels’ dialogue and sounds of a hair 
dryer …“You’re my main chance Johnny boy …”)

(this line obscures the lyric, which in the original runs:
I saw worry in their eyes, it didn't look like fear to me)

(then the song continues in the film):

I know …
I’ve been careless …
I lost my tenderness …
I’ve been careless
I turned vicarious 

(harmonica solo, and music fades out under phone ringing
and Colin Friels’ character saying “Shit” and telling Catherine
McClements’ character, “if that’s work, tell ‘em I’ve already left”)

The song finishes, and just before the DOP credit for Dan 
Burstall turns up, it’s replaced by Jerome Ehlers miming to 
Troy Newman’s performance of a Peter Kaldor song devised 
for the film, Two Steps Forward, One Step Back. 

Lyrics as they run over screaming multitudes and the 
remaining head credits:

(Compere, sounding distorted: “and now please welcome 
Jon Thorne”)

I know a brand new name now
For an old-fashioned dance
People do it every day now 
At every given chance …
No one stands in fear
Everyone’s on the advance …
Two steps forward

(Colin Friels also miming as he drives to work)

One step back …



You keep yourself upon a human track
Look straight ahead, there’s no turning back
Two steps forward, one step back 
Ah, ahh yeahhh…

(musical interlude to screaming fans)

I know a brand new name now …
For an old-fashioned dance …
Two steps forward ...

(wild applause from the crowd, as the song fades 
out and turns up on TV screens in Friels’ studio)

Lyrics for the song Moon in the Bed as heard 
over the tail credits:

I have the moon in my bed …
Every night, down she falls …
I have the moon in my bed …
I had nothing, now I have it all …
And now every sound in my heart
When I rise by her side
I have the sun in my heart
Even through the darkest night
She can save me … from myself …
Make me feel like someone else …

(guitar-led interlude and chorus doing ‘oohs’)

She can take me somewhere else (chorus 
repeats ‘somewhere else’)

Where I hardly know myself
I have the moon in my bed (chorus ‘my bed …and I’)
I have the moon in my bed (chorus ‘my bed ...and I’)
I have the moon in my bed (chorus ‘my bed...and I’)
I have the sun in my heart (chorus ‘my heart...and I’)
I have the moon in my bed (chorus ‘ my bed...and I’))
I have the stars in my room … (song fades out)

The performance of Two Steps Forward One 
Step Back:



The song is intercut with crowd footage from a Kiss concert:



Another riff in the film revolves around a Scarlatti piece, which Kate plays better 
than Jon, and which Kate mocks Jon for, when he tries to turn it into a rock song on 
his guitar.

The pair make up over the piano, which leads to passion and Kate’s infidelity.

Richard and Jon bond over music, drunkenly singing tunes to each other while 
fishing, and also having a drunken jam session with Richard on a made-up drum kit 
(his brother was an ice drummer but died).

Sponsor-supplied XXXX fuels the sessions:





Composer Bruce Rowland:
 
Bruce Rowland was probably best known for his work on the two Snowy movies.



In an interview in Cinema Papers, May 1988, Rowland explained how he started 
and how he came to work with producer Geoff Burrowes on the Snowy River 
franchise:

...I learned music for a couple of years as a kid, and taught myself the rest, except 
for a course I did for a year in conducting. I do all my own conducting, orchestration 
and arranging. Composing for movies was something I wanted to do. I'd  been 
writing jingles for about 12 years, and before that I used to write music for 
television. There's much more money in jingle writing than in movies, and much 
less fatigue and stress - particularly stress. With films, I can wait three months and 
never hear a note until that one tumultuous day where I put my hand up and 
conduct the orchestra and it all goes bang! With jingles, you get the job, the brief's 
today, you do the job tomorrow, and then the day after that you send your bill and 
120 days later you get a cheque.
I heard they were making The Man From Snowy River, rang Geoff (Burrowes) and 
said I was interested. He sent me - and nine other composers - a script. I wrote a 
piece for it and was lucky enough to get the job. To get into writing music for films, 
you've really got to learn all the different facets of music. There's no point in just 
being a rock-and-roller saying, "I'll write rock and roll music for film." In my case, 
you have to be able to write a believable string quartet, a believable piece for 
Scottish bagpipe, Chinese music, a bit of African music, a believable symphony, an 
Elton John look-alike, AC/DC-sounding stuff … you've got to be able to do 
everything. Otherwise you become so pigeon-holed and specialised that it's 
impossible to make a living in this country. The industry's too small.

On his method and difficulties:

I go on location as often as I can. When I'm writing, I like to discuss the scene with 
the director, and I'll play ideas. The most important thing is to know that you're 
getting the right feel for the scene. It has to be in the right emotional direction …
I'm given a script to start with and then I'm given the film. Timing is so intricate that 
you can only write to the finished edited film, and I work my timings totally to what's 
happening in the film. There have been occasions where I've written a piece of 
music and the director has edited to it or shot to it, but very rarely…
I would say the biggest problem is being given very short time in which to produce 
music. Also, the facilities within recording studios for orchestras are diabolical, 
because there isn't an industry to support it. In Los Angeles, for example, there 
would be 10 places I could think of that are full-time orchestral recording studios - 
big 40-foot ceilings, large enough to put 100-piece orchestras into - because 
traditionally they do lots of that kind of music.
Here, recording studios have to be flexible to the extent that you have a jingle in 
this morning, this afternoon you'll have a film score in, then a rock and roll band on 
the weekend. We tend to go to a big orchestral hall like the Robert Blackwood Hall 
out at Monash and record there to get around the problem.

Rowland also took a snipe at the likes of TV cop show producer Crawfords:



I think the recognition (of the role of music in film and TV) is growing. The industry 
here suffered very badly in the past because of television. In the days of the 
Grundys and the Crawfords, there was no such thing as live or specific music for 
television, and it set a terrible precedent. With shows such as Homicide and 
Division 4, it just came straight off a disk, and the next week you'd hear the same 
thing. There were always original effects dropped in - the only thing that was 
always lacking was music. It put music back an awfully long way in this industry, 
but it's now starting to change with the advent of specifically written music for mini-
series, documentaries and television shows.

(Ironically, the crew for Rowland’s break out film score, The Man from Snowy River, 
was largely made up of personnel who had cut their teeth at Crawfords). 

Rowland came into his own as a composer in 1982 - most notably doing the score 
for the big budget The Man from Snowy River (for which he won best score at the 
AFI Awards), along with Now and Forever, and he would next do the big budget 
race horse feature, Phar Lap. He would then turn to high end television miniseries 
such as All the Rivers Run and Anzacs, and the telemovie Cool Change, and then 
continued with a mix of features and television product. 

He would return to The Man from Snowy River by providing the music for an arena 
spectacular in 2002, and he would maintain his connection to racehorses in the 
2011 feature, The Cup.

Rowland has a reasonably detailed wiki here, and at time of writing he had his own 
website here, which contained its own shop for sheet music and soundtracks, 
online music, photos and videos.

It also contained this short biography:

Bruce Rowland was born on the 9th May, 1942 in Melbourne, Australia.
The oldest of three sons, Bruce was born into a very musical family - he, his 
parents and his brothers shared a passion for music, in particular musical theatre. 
Bruce‘s grandfather, Leonard James Rowland was so renowned in the music 
industry, that the city of Maryborough named a park after him. Bruce, following the 
family tradition, studied piano and as a teenager played with various pop bands. 
Before long, Bruce had become one of Australia’s most sought after session 
players and arrangers.
During the 1960’s Bruce worked with pop group The Strangers, backing the most 
popular recording artists at the time and touring with many international artists 
including Roy Orbison and The Beach Boys. Bruce also worked on the popular 
teenage television series Go Show, playing keyboards and writing arrangements 
for guest artists like Olivia Newton-John and Billy Thorpe.
In the mid sixties Bruce wrote the music for children’s television programs Magic 
Circle Club and Adventure Island. This was a demanding challenge for Bruce, who 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bruce_Rowland
http://www.brucerowland.com/


was expected to write 10 songs a week for 50 weeks of the year. Amazingly, Bruce 
worked on the programs for five years.
In the 1970’s Bruce moved onto writing jingles for radio and television, producing 
over  2,000 jingles, many of which are still on air today.
The eighties started Bruce on some ambitious film projects, writing the scores for 
some of Australia’s most successful films. His first film was The Man from Snowy 
River (1982), which saw the soundtrack achieve double platinum status and won 
Bruce his first AFI award. Following this tremendous success, Bruce then wrote the 
scores for Phar Lap (1983) and Rebel (1985) winning him a further two AFI’s. Since 
then, Bruce has written the scores for over 40 films in Australia and the USA.  He 
was honoured in 2006 with the APRA International Achievement Award for his work 
in film.
Along with film, Bruce has also worked on a variety of special projects.  In 1988 he 
was commissioned to write the Royal Fanfare for the opening of “Expo 88”. In 
1996, he was commissioned to write the music for the Prime Minister’s Olympic 
Dinner and then in 2000, Bruce wrote and conducted the music for the opening 
ceremony of the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games. The performance included a 
special rendition of his score for The Man from Snowy River.
In recent years Bruce has produced music for two Arena shows – Australian 
Outback Spectacular and The Man from Snowy River Arena Spectacular, with the 
latter scoring him an ARIA award in 2002. Bruce’s other most recent project is short 
film The Mysterious Geographic Explorations of Jasper Morello, which was 
nominated for both an Academy Award and a BAFTA. Bruce most recently worked 
on the musical score for Australian film, The Cup.
Although thoroughly grounded in classical film scoring techniques he also uses the 
very latest in technology. Bruce's studios in Melbourne and Los Angeles are fully 
equipped with the latest equipment. Therefore he is able to produce scores ranging 
from fully orchestral to fully synthesized and anywhere in between using acoustic 
or electronic instruments as required.
Bruce does a considerable amount of work in the United States, and lives in 
Melbourne and Los Angeles.
(Below: composer Bruce Rowland)





Rowland's award-winning score for The Man from Snowy River has been given a 
right old pounding in every form from LP through cassette to CD, and it also holds 
a significant place in Rowland's work. 

However his work for Weekend with Kate didn’t make it on to this compilation disc:






